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Note: Attempt all sections.lf require any missing data; then choose suitably'

SECTION A

1. AttemPt a// questions in brief'
a. What is Photogrammetric surveY?

b. Define remote sensing'

c. Discuss electromagnetic spectrum concept in remote sensmg'

d. What do you mean by digital image processing?

e. Define GIS.

f. Describe Attribute Data'

g. What is GPS?
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SECTION B

2. Attempt any threeof the following: 7 x3=21

a. what do you understand bylhe term 'Aerial Photography'? Also write a short

note on the factors that influence aerial photography'

b. what do you understand by the ierm. Remote Sensing'? Discuss the

uorantages tf remote sensing. Also explain ideal remote sensing system.

c. What is digital image? Enumerate ani explain the various digital image data

formats.
Discuss GIS and all its components in detail'

Explain the principle which helps GPS to determine the position of place'

SECTION C

Attempt any one part of the following: 
: -, DL 

7 x | = 7

i;i ^oirrerentiate between 
,Aerial photography' and 'Aerial Photogrammetry'.

(b) A flooded area is covered by 140 dots on a25 dotlcm2 grid on a 1:25000

vertical aerial photographs' Find the ground area flooded'

Attempt any one part of the iollowing: I x 1= 7

(a) ExPlain the following: i 
^

r ) Spectral Reflectance curves and Atmospheric windows.

2) Resolution of Remote sensing System.

(b) Describe multi-concept in Remote sensing. Explain how remote

in flood related studies'
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Attempt any one part of the following:

(a) whai is Image Rectification? Explain the various types

(b) what do you understand by Image classification?

sllpervised and unsupervised classification.

Attempt any one part of the following:

(a) Describe the following:\/i)RasterDataii)VectorData

(b) Explain the functions of GIs. what are the applications

Attempt any one part of the follorving:

(a)E,xplainthefunctionalsegmentsofGPS.
(b)ExplaintheworkingprincipleofDCPS

d.

e.

3.

4.

5.

sensing helPs
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of image rectifications.

Differentiate between
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Of GIS?
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